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1) How to exit the airport area: 
 
ATTENTION ! 

Switzerland is now part of the Shengen zone; passport 
control is made in the first airport of entry into the Shengen 
zone. There are still a French sector to the airport in case 
goods are carried since Shengen zone is a free circulation 
zone for people only. If you are arriving from Paris, you 
disembark in the French sector of the airport. 
- Your luggage are conveyed to Swiss side after all people 

going to France have taken their own baggage in the 
French sector. 

 
Get on the Highway: 
You need a rental car with a highway tax disk (sticker on the 
windshield) to use Swiss motorways. 
- Exit the rental car park (long term park P51) 
- Direction "FRANCE" ( green sign ). 
- At the 2nd traffic light, left after the bridge Keep to the 

right, direction FRANCE. 
 
" Hotel nH Geneva Airport, Meyrin", 
21, Avenue de Mategnin, CH-1217 Meyrin 
Tel. +41 22 989 90 00, Fax. +41 22 989 99 99 
Limousine every 20 minutes (:10, :30, :50) in front of the 

arrival lobby (lower level). 
 
 “Hotel IBIS” 
10 Chemin de la Violette 
CH-1216 GENEVE-COINTRIN 
Tel. +41 22 710 95 00 
Fax +41 22 710 95 95 
Shuttle available 
Across the highway from the airport 
 
“Express By Holiday Inn”, Geneva Airport 
Route de pré-bois 16 
Geneva 1215, Switzerland 
Tel. + 41 22 939 39 39 
Fax  +41 22 939 39 30 



 
Additional Hotels, outside of Switzerland and on the way to SET  
 
Two hotels: IBIS and BEST WESTERN; are located in a convenient location few kilometers after going through the border. 
Tak eth efirst exit (ARCHAMPS) immediately after merging on the A40 coming from the airport. IBIS can be seen straight ahead as soon as you reach the end of 
the ramp. The Best western is on the same direction after passing the IBIS. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Best Western Porte Sud de Genève 
Site D'Archamps 
74160 Archamps 
Tél. : 04 50 31 16 06 
Fax : 04 50 31 29 71 
E-mail : hotel-portesudgva@site-archamps.com 
www.bestwesternportesudgeneve.com 
 

IBIS Hotel 
Route de Chosal 
International Business Park 
74160 - Archamps - FRANCE 
Tel : (+33) 450 95 38 18 
Fax: (+33) 450 95 38 95 
http://www.accorhotels.com/accorhotels/fichehotel/fr/ibi/1178/fiche_hotel.shtml 

To SET 

From Geneva Airport 



AIRPORT 
Cointrin

2) Direction to « SAINT JEOIRE » from « GENEVA » Airport 
 
- Exit the airport area direction  « FRANCE » (Green sign), the French border is around 10 km after entering the motorway. 
- Keep right after the border, follow « ANNEMASSE / CHAMONIX–MONT BLANC ». 
- 20 km after the border, you'll have to pay toll, credit cards are accepted. Keep going about 2 km. 
- Exit the motorway A40 at exit 15: « THONON, St JEOIRE » 
- At the traffic light, turn left, direction « SAMOENS » (N503/D903) 
- Keep right on the 2-lane road, turn right at the second exit (D9), direction « SAMOENS » 
- Go straight ahead at the roundabout (D9, then D20), direction « SAMOENS » 
- Turn right direction « SAMOENS » on the D907. 
- Pass « VIUZ-EN-SALLAZ », « VILLE-EN-SALLAZ » and « LA TOUR ». 
- Do not take the first  « SAINT JEOIRE » exit, wait until you reach the roundabout 
- Turn left direction « SAINT JEOIRE CENTRE » 
 

 



3) Arriving in « SAINT JEOIRE » 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coming from GENEVA or from CLUSES, do not take the first  
SAINT JEOIRE Exit 
 

- Drive up the hill until the runabout. 
- Coming from GENEVA, left at the roundabout direction 
 SAINT JEOIRE CENTRE 
- Coming from CLUSES, right at the roundabout direction 
 SAINT JEOIRE CENTRE 
- Down the street, 2nd left 
- After 200 m, left after the FIRE STATION, 

opposite the football field. 
 

- Address : 131 impasse Barteudet, 
   F-74490 Saint Jeoire  
 

- Phone : +33 450 35 83 92 (Int’l) 
    0450 35 83 92 (local) 
 
- Fax : +33 450 35 88 01 (Int’l) 
    0450 35 88 01 (local) 
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4) Direction to « SAINT JEOIRE » from « CLUSES » 
 
- Number 1 to 4 shows the location of the hotels in CLUSES – Refer to the map of CLUSES (last page) for more details. 

- Take the D19 direction THYEZ-MARIGNIER, drive for about 10 km to Marignier. 

- In Marignier, drive up to the traffic light, then turn right direction “Saint-Jeoire” 

- Drive about 8 kms along the 
river until a round about, then 
turn left direction SAINT 
JEOIRE  

- Do not take the first SAINT 
JEOIRE exit, drive up the hill 
until the runabout. Turn right 
direction SAINT 
JEOIRE CENTRE 
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5) Hotels in « CLUSES ». 
 
 Get to « CLUSES » from the airport 

- Exit the airport area using the motorway, direction FRANCE (Green signs) 
- The French border is about 10 km after entering the motorway. 
- After going across the border, keep going on the motorway direction CHAMONIX, MONT BLANC 
- After around 20 km on the motorway A40, you'll have to pay toll (credit cards accepted) 
- For the hotels: FAUCIGNY, BARGY, and 4C, exit the motorway at exit 18: CLUSES – SCIONZIER (Toll) 
- For hotel NATIONAL,  exit motorway at exit 19. 

 
1. Hotel FAUCIGNY: located at the motorway exit. You can see it from the toll gate. Left around the roundabout 
2. Hotel BARGY: At the roundabout, turn left direction CLUSES CENTRE. Straight at the next roundabout. At the traffic light, the hotel is on 

the right opposite corner. 
3.  Hotel 4C: At the roundabout, turn left direction CLUSES CENTRE. At the third roundabout, turn left direction TANINGES. After passing 

under the railways bridge, turn right on the 2-lane avenue. Straight at the traffic light. At the 4th roundabout, turn left,  direction 
TANINGES. At the 1st crossing, turn right. The hotel is 200m on the right. 

4. Hotel NATIONAL: After exiting motorway at exit 19, turn left at the traffic light direction « CLUSES – CENTRE ». The hotel is on the 
right, just before the roundabout. 

 
 Get to « CLUSES » from SET ( Saint-Jeoire ) 

- Down the driveway out of the factory, turn right 
- At the STOP sign, turn right 
- At the roundabout, turn left 
- Down the hill (1 km). At the roundabout, turn right direction MARIGNIER. 
- In MARIGNIER, turn left on D19 at the second traffic light direction CLUSES 
- Drive about 7 kms and you will be entering CLUSES on the "Avenue des Glières" 
- Locate your hotel on the map 

 
 
1. « Hotel du Faucigny » 3. « Hotel 4C » 
 Les bords d'Arve, 74950 Scionzier  301, Boulevard du Chevran, 74301 Cluses 
 Tel. +33 (0)450 98 16 71, Fax +33 (0)450 98 51 12  Tel. +33 (0)450 98 01 00, Fax +33 (0)450 98 32 20 
 
2. "Hotel Le Bargy" 4. "Hotel National" 
 28, avenue de la Sardagne, 74300 Cluses  10 Place du Cretet, 74300 Cluses 
 Tel. +33 (0)450 98 01 96, Fax +33 (0)450 98 23 24  Tel. +33 (0)450 98 80 00, Fax +33 (0)450 96 22 06 



CLUSES 
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6) Hotel “BAUD” in BONNE SUR MENOGE. 
 
 Get to « BONNE SUR MENOGE » arriving fom Geneva Airport: 

- Exit the airport area direction  FRANCE (Green sign), the French border is around 10 km after entering the motorway 
- Keep right after the border, follow ANNEMASSE, CHAMONIX–MONT BLANC 
- 20 km after the border, you'll have to pay toll, credit cards are accepted. Keep going about 2 km. 
- Exit the motorway A40 at exit 15: THONON, St JEOIRE 
- At the traffic light, turn left, direction SAMOENS (N503/D903) 
- Keep left on the 2-lane road, turn right at the exit BONNE-SUR-MENOGE direction BONNE - SAMOENS 
- Drive to the center of the village, the Hotel is on the right in front the city hall (Mairie) 

 
 Get to « BONNE SUR MENOGE » from S.E.T. ( Saint-Jeoire ) 

- Down the driveway out of the factory, then turn right 
- Turn right at the STOP sign. 
- Turn right at the roundabout direction ANNEMASSE 
- Follow the main road for about 10 Km until you enter BONNE-SUR-MENOGE 
- Drive to the center of the village, the hotel BAUD is on the left in front of the city hall (Mairie) 

 
 
5. Hotel – Restaurant  « BAUD » 
 181 Avenue du Léman, 74380 Bonne 
 Tel. +33 (0)450 39 20 15 
 Fax +33 (0)450 36 28 96 
 Mail :  info@hotelbaud.com 
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To Saint Jeoire 


